Out & About

OUT08-P Rock Bottom
OUT09-P Bali Dancing

OUT07-P Heads or Tales?
OUT08-P Rock Bottom
OUT09-P Bali Dancing
Out & About Table Runner
28” x 15” or 41½” x 15”

Before Getting Started:
Read all instructions before beginning this project to find valuable tips, save time and minimize mistakes by understanding the process before you begin!

Truly McKenna Art Prints are not pre-shrunk. If you are making a project that will be washed after use, you may want to pre-wash your fabrics.

The term WOF refers to width of fabric and LOF refers to length of fabric.

Use an accurate ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise instructed in pattern directions.

We strive to create accurate patterns, but just as no tree in nature is perfect, neither are we. Visit our website at www.pineneedles.com for any corrections before beginning your project.

Materials Needed:

Two Panel Table Runner

- One OUT08-P Rock Bottom and one OUT09-P Bali Dancing Truly McKenna panel
- Fabric 1: MRD2-58 Earth - ½ yard or 14½” x WOF for Sashing
- Fabric 2: MRD7-115 Grass - ⅞ yard for Binding & Backing
- Cotton Batting - 21” x 34” piece

Three Panel Table Runner

- One OUT07-P Heads or Tales?, one OUT08-P Rock Bottom and one OUT09-P Bali Dancing Truly McKenna panel
- Fabric 1: MRD2-58 Earth - ½ yard or 14½” x WOF for Sashing
- Fabric 2: MRD7-115 Grass - 1¼ yard for Binding & Backing
- Cotton Batting - 21” x 47½” piece

Preparing Panels & Fabric: *Note: be sure you are cutting your fabrics for the correct Table Runner

- Trim panels to 12” x 12”

Two Panel Table Runner

- Fabric 1:
  - Cut 4 - 13½” x 2” LOF pieces for Horizontal Sashing - cut 2 from tree line for top row and 2 from water sections for bottom row
  - Cut 3 - 2” x 12” WOF pieces for Vertical Sashing from tree line/water section
  - Cut 2 - 2” x 2” pieces for Cornerstones from white section
- Fabric 2:
  - Cut 3 - 2½” x WOF strips for Binding
  - Cut 1 - 21” x 34” piece for Backing

Three Panel Table Runner

- Fabric 1:
  - Cut 6 - 13½” x 2” LOF pieces for Horizontal Sashing - cut 3 from tree line for top row and 3 from water sections for bottom row. Trim one strip from each colorway to 12½” x 2” for the MIDDLE Horizontal Sashing
  - Cut 4 - 2” x 12” WOF pieces for Vertical Sashing from tree line/water section
  - Cut 4 - 2” x 2” pieces for Cornerstones from white section
- Fabric 2:
  - Cut 3 - 2½” x WOF strips for Binding
  - Cut 1 - 21” x WOF piece and 1 - 6” x 21” piece for Backing
Assembly:

1. For the **Two Panel Table Runner**, sew the 2 panels together using the 3 - 2” x 12” Vertical Sashing strips making sure the tree line end of the strips is positioned at the top of the blocks. Press each seam as sewn towards the panels.
   - For the **Three Panel Table Runner**, sew the 3 panels together using the 4 - 2” x 12” Vertical Sashing strips making sure the tree line end of the strips is positioned at the top of the blocks. Press each seam as sewn towards the panels.

2. For **2 panels** - sew the top Horizontal Sashing row together using 2 - 13½” x 2” tree line Horizontal Sashing strips and 1 - 2” x 2” Cornerstone. Press each seam as sewn towards the Cornerstone.
   - For **3 panels** - use 2 - 13½” x 2” tree line Horizontal Sashing strips, 1 - 12½” x 2” tree line MIDDLE Horizontal Sashing strip and 2 - 2” x 2” Cornerstones.

3. Repeat to create the bottom Horizontal Sashing row.
4. Sew the top Horizontal Sashing row to the top of the panels matching the seams of the Cornerstones with the Vertical Sashing strips. Press seam towards the panels.
5. Repeat to add the bottom Horizontal Sashing row.
   Completed table runner should measure 28” x 15” or 41½” x 15”.

Quilting & Binding:

For **2 Panels** - layer Backing fabric right side down, the cotton batting and the table runner right side up and quilt as desired.
   - For **3 panels** - Trim the selvages off the 21” x WOF piece. Piece the 2 background pieces together along the 21” edges. Press seams open.

1. Trim and square edges after quilting.
2. To trim each corner diagonally, place the 45° line on your ruler along the top/bottom panel/border seam. Line up the ruler so corner of the Table Runner is 2” from each edge of the ruler along the side and top/bottom border and trim.
3. Sew on your binding.